BATTERY GLAZER 17
High-Speed Burnisher

BATTERY GLAZER 17

One of a kind burnisher

Folding handle
for easy storage

Battery indicator

Eco-friendly batteries

On-board charger

Dust control feature

Model# 98494

The Battery Glazer 17 floor machine from Tornado® is a one of a kind burnisher that operates on AGM batteries instead of a standard
power cord. Delivering two hours of run time, the Battery Glazer 17 greatly increases your cleaning productivity, saving you time and
money. In order to recharge, simply plug the on-board charger into the wall and you are done in no time!
The Battery Glazer 17 has minimal impact on the environment and comes standard with rechargeable, maintenance-free batteries
with an on-board charger. The Battery Glazer 17’s environmentally prefered features will meet any LEED–EB standard in your work
place or facility. Tornado® has also included a dust control feature on this unit that will also pick up any dust or small dirt particles
in its path, to ensure healthier indoor air quality (IAQ). Cleaning more than 7,500 sq. ft. per hour, the Battery Glazer 17 will increase
your cleaning productivity.
Operating at an incredibly low 59 dBA, the Battery Glazer 17 is perfect for day time cleaning in hospitals, hotels or any facility where
noise sensitivity is an issue.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Model

BATTERY GLAZER 17

Catalog Number
MACHINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions (L X W X H)
Net Weight

98494
26” x 18” x 39”
141 Lbs.

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Housing Construction
Power System

CLEANING SYSTEM
Brush Design / Type
Rotary Diameter
Disc RPM
Disc Pressure
Integrated Filtration
System
Cleaning Path
Sound Level
MOTORS
Horsepower

Polyethylene
Sealed Batteries

On-Board Charger

Healthy IAQ

Simple Battery Indicator

Eco-Friendly Batteries

Compact Storage

Dust Control

The built-in on-board battery charger is so
simple to use and delivers two hours of run time
per charge.

Rotary Disc
17”
1500
6 Lbs.

Dust control feature on this unit to ensure healthier
indoor air quality (IAQ).

Dust Control System
17”
59 dB
0.6 HP

REPLACEMENT AND OPTIONAL ITEMS
Pad Retainer
90600
Optional Spray Kit
90602

Battery charge indicator allows the operator to know
exactly run time is left.

Easy storage with collapsible handle and transport
wheel on back on the unit.
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Rechargeable, maintenance free batteries with an on
board charger.

Integrated dust control system is in constant
contact with the floor during operation dramatically
reducing airborne dust and contaminants.
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